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JOINT serie designed by Morten Svendsen. JOINT is known for its unique details, like finger joints, on 

both cabinet and legs. The drawers and doors are with push function, the drawers are with metal runners and 

the doors have soft closing hinges. All sideboards and highboards comes with adjustable feet.

JOINT SERIES
SIDE- AND HIGHBOARDS 

Designed by

Morten Svendsen
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JOINT sideboard 
No 148180 and No 148182

Sideboard with doors and 

drawers, all fronts with push, 

doors with soft closing hings, 

drawers on metal runners. one 

shelf behind each door. 

L 180 D 45 H 75 cm. 

JOINT highboard 
No 148114 or No 148110

Sideboard with doors and 

drawers, all fronts with push, 

doors with soft closing hings, 

drawers on metal runners. one 

shelf behind each door.

L 110 D 40 H 75 cm. 
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JOINT SERIES
JOINT serie designed by Morten Svendsen. JOINT is known for its unique details, like finger joints, on both cabinet 

and legs. The drawers and doors are with push function, the drawers are with metal runners and the doors have soft 

closing hinges. All sideboards and highboards comes with adjustable feet.

INSPIRATION

DOORS AND DRAWERS

LINOLEUM: 438 Smokey
Blue 442 Olive 436 Pewter 445 Mauve434 Black

HPL LAMINAT:

101 White 104 Aqua- 
marine

113 Dusty 
Jade 128 Earth110 Seed

131 Storm 134 Terril 184 Nero 
Stone HPL 

FENIX (NANO)
LAMINATE:

201 Bianco
White

204 Deep
Black

210 Dark 
Warm Grey 231 Blue Fes202 Efeso

219 Verde 222 Grigio 228 Rosso225 Cacao

VENEER:
41 Bianco 
oak oil 75 Walnut oil 45 Oak 

natural oil

BASE, FRAME AND CABINET

VENEER:
41 Bianco 
oak 75 Walnut oil 45 Oak 

natural oil

COLOURS AND MATERIALS



QUALITY FURNITURE SINCE 1968

PBJ Designhouse was founded in 1968 by Per 

Buhl Jørgensen. Since 1996 the proud design and 

craftmanship tradition has been carried on by Morten 

Svendsen, and the company has invested in larger 

production facilities to follow the strong demand.

DANISH DESIGN

PBJ Designhouse has a tradition of bringing together 

furniture architects and certified cabinet makers since 

the start. 

This has turned the company into an exponent of 

Denmark’s proud traditions in furniture – when 

creativity and quality unite, the result reaches new 

heights.

FURNITURE WITH A CONSCIENCE

All wood used at PBJ Designhouse comes from state 

approved plantations, where the logs are individually 

selected and gently harvested.

 

We often produce furniture with veneer. The reason 

for this is twofold. It reduces the use of solid timber, 

thereby conserving natural resources. Secondly, the 

MDF that the veneer cover is made with recycled 

wood which is better for the environment whilst still 

producing a strong and high-quality surface.

 

All of our timber and veneer are carefully hand sorted 

so that the grain patterns and color variations are as 

natural as possible. 
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